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“Do not believe what your teacher tells you
merely out of respect for the teacher.”

Did you go on a vacation with your family recently?
Do you wish to put down your thoughts about
something that is troubling you? Did a speech or
talk inspire you to be a better human being? Are
you a budding poet or painter? Whatever be your
interest, use this space to speak up

TRIBUTE TO THE CHILDREN OF TODAY

C

hildren's Day is probably the
most awaited day for children across the globe. This
day celebrates the innocence, spirit and joy of childhood. It is
dedicated to budding men and women
of the future who are never tired of their
shenanigans, unwearied by the responsibilities of the world. It is a tribute to young
lads and ladies who hold the power to bring
about a revolution in our social and environmental setup. I believe this day should
be dedicated to making each one of them
feel special and aware about their rights and duties so that they can make the earth a better place.
A lot has changed in the way this occasion is
celebrated. It is no longer just a holiday, but has
blossomed into a joyous occasion, transforming
into a platform to spread the message of children's rights. Schools all over India are ensuring that children of today are given the knowledge and opportunities they need
to become good citizens. By organising awareness campaigns
and involving kids in various
related activities these schools
have been instrumental in show-

I N T H E M I D ST O F S P I R I T UA L I T Y
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aranasi, the spiritual
capital of India, is
located on the banks of
the river Ganges. When
one thinks of spending vacations in a serene atmosphere,
Varanasi is one of the best
places to do so. Varanasi has a
wide range of tourist attractions – ranging from Sarnath
to Assi Ghat, Varanasi or Banaras – each one has its own
charm. Tourists not only from
different parts of the country
but also from around the world
throng to the city. I last visited
this place during the Durga
Puja vacations this year.
On the first day, I
visited the ancient Kashi Vishwanath temple.
I was impressed by the
development work near
the temple. The live
telecast of the evening
aarti made it easy for
devotees to get a glimpse of the beautiful moment. We then visited
the Man Mandir fort
nearby. This fort gained
popularity due to the
observatory inside the
premises which was inaugurated by the
Prime Minister in February. As one enters the
fort, one can see a digital Shivlinga and upon
ringing the temple bell,
a stream of flowers
falls near Shiva’s feet.
There is a special wall
which has musical instruments – when
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Gautama Buddha

touched for about 30 seconds,
the instruments play mellifluous tunes. Man Mahal is the
first place you should visit because the short 3-D film shown
can give you a brief idea of this
city. The fort also tries to inculcate a swadeshi feeling by
highlighting Indian culture and
ethics. The view from the top
is impressive. Up next was a
visit to Dashashwamedh ghat.
I was lucky enough to experience the Ganga aarti which left
me feeling overwhelmed. The
next day I visited the renowned
Sankatmochan temple. I also
visited the BHU campus – my

grandfather
had worked there
as a professor. The new
Vi s h w a n a t h
temple near BHU
is also a great place
to visit and enhances
the scenic beauty of the
place. The last day of my
trip was marked by a visit
to Sarnath. The calm and
serene atmosphere has the
power to compel an individual
to sit for meditation. The beautiful idol of Buddha sitting in
meditation and the Deer
Park with a wide variety of animals including
deer in very large numbers, is a huge draw. The
wonderful craftsmanship of the campus is
worth watching. For the
Buddhists, this city is
among the four places of
pilgrimage where devotees must visit at least
once in their lifetime.
The famous Banyan
Tree commemorates the
Bodhi Tree of Gaya. The
stupa here is also magnificient. Our enjoyable
trip got over and we returned to the City of Joy
(where we live) with lots
of memories to cherish
forever.

– RUPAM SHUKLA, class XI,
Sunrise English Medium
School, Kolkata

Seeing a silver lining in the worst fears

M

y mother's brave battle with cancer changed how I perceived the
world. It changed family dynamics and everyone was forced to learn new
ways of living to accommodate this
change. At times I felt as if I was stuck in
a bad dream and everyday I kept hoping
I would wake up from it. But the reality had
to be faced, as it was staring at our faces. My
mother's illness was a learning experience
and it taught me a lot of things. It led me to
an understanding that this word that we fear
can be overcome by courage.
Where cancer treatment is concerned, the
patient feels worse before he or she starts feeling better. This disease taught me that there
is beauty in strength, compassion and attitude. It is the ability to see your worst fears
in the face and still have the courage to see a
silver lining. All of us, as a family, not only
developed better coping mechanisms but also
contributed in the best way possible to the
chores of the household. It made us more self-

reliant, independent and knowledgeable
too. My parents would share the medical
report with us and my sister and we were
well-informed about the challenges being faced by our mother. I was barely into
my teens when this happened but this
struggle made me realise that courage
and faith are the major game-changers in any
challenge we will face in life.

- ANJANEYA BAJAJ, class X, NPS HSR, Bengaluru
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SHE’S NOT A THIEF!

T

She knew she was being followed.
The large sack bounced behind
her tattered red hood. An idea struck
him. He looked around spotting a
small, smooth rock. He hesitated for
just a second before picking it up and
flinging it at her. She groaned in pain
and clutched her head where it hit,
letting the sack fall

TALE OF UNITY

ORDER IN CHAOS: SAHIL DHIMAN, class IX,
Holy Child School, Morni

DRAUPADI: D VAGDEVI SPARSA,
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class VI, St Mary's
Convent, Bengaluru

SAANCHI DESAI, class X, Gopal Sharma International
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Two wisps of
smoke
One black as the
night
One a silvery
white
Entwined were
CHAR MINAR: their tales
A queen of Good
R THRIPURA,
A queen of Evil
class VII,
And a war bound
Pearson
to fail
School,
Once, sisters in
Kompally,
blood
Hyderabad
Now, opposites in
Warangal
every way
A fight raged on in
their souls
For together existBY THE LAKE: Ojasvi Singh, class
ed love and hate
VII, DPS E-City, Bengaluru
Destined were
they
To years of conflict
Rage was all they
could bring
Yet, without the
other
Each one was
nothing
A puzzle to be
solved

ing the world the true importance of this day.
Children’s Day should not be confined only to the
privileged. Even the less fortunate kids should be
made to feel special. The most beautiful part is that
even you and I can empower the deprived members
of our tribe by teaching them about their rights and
bringing gifts for them. India’s first Prime Minister
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, whose birth anniversary
is celebrated on November 14 each year, said,"Children are like buds in a garden and should be carefully and lovingly nurtured as they are the future of
the nation and citizens of tomorrow."

nxiety and stress are common during examinations.
Even when we are well prepared and revised, there is a part
of us that worries. I remember, during the finals of class IX, I had suf-
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he animal sprinted
away from the angry
crowd and headed towards a gap in the buildings. The guard tried to peer
over the mob to look for the
thief, only to realise her signature red hood had disappeared behind the stone wall.
They called her the Crimson Lynx for her shrouded red
outfit and quick fleeting tail.
The deft thief had started the
loud uproar in the marketplace
to serve as a distraction as she
grabbed a barrel's worth of goods
from the market stalls. It was a brilliant tactic, which she had used
countless times before, except the
guard saw her do it this time. He
drew further and further away from
the crowd into a small dusty street.
His footsteps grew louder, as did hers.
He realised her pace had quickened.
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They had each
other's pieces
So, their hearts
yearned for unity
Hence, an accord
was offered
The fighting had to
stop
Finally, peace was
all they sought
They met at battle
One of beauty and
grace
The one who was
evil
One a face of disgrace
Who brought good
into upheaval
No longer at each
other's throats
They held out
their hands
And recited their
oaths
They slit their
palms
And sealed the
pact
For what each one
had
The other lacked.

KAVYA KASHYAP, class IX, Podar
CIE Powai

fered breakdowns – on many occasions I would be on the verge
of crying. If there is one
thing that I've learnt
through the years, it's that
even if we are anxious, we
should not let it affect our
mind. We should be sure

to the ground with its contents
spilling out.
"Aren't you guards supposed to fight with honour?"
the thief finally faced him. Her
build was small and bony and
she had large round eyes. The
guard could hardly believe it
– the feared and ‘wanted’ bane
of the marketplace was a
child! The guard's eyes fell on
the sack of food. "There is no
honour in stealing," he said.
"There is honour in what
I do," she huffed. The guard
lowered his stick and glanced
at the bag. The purses of
thieves were usually stuffed
with pilfered necklaces or baubles.
This one held bread, dried meat and
fish. "Show me how," was all he said,
and let the girl lead him further
down the empty alleyway. They
reached a dead end strewn with
empty boxes, bins and discarded
furniture.

about what we have learnt and
practised and instill faith in ourselves. We should write the exams
with a fresh and positive mind.
This self-confidence is the key to
scoring well in any test of life.

RITIKA JYALA, class X, DAV Public
School, Nerul

"Is this a joke of some sort?" he
questioned with annoyance. "Just
wait," the child said. She placed the
bag near the curb and stepped away.
"Come out!" she cried. At first, there
was silence. Then, the pile of junk
began to move. A mob of small furry creatures spilt out making straight for the food. The guard watched
amazed as the litter of puppies eagerly attacked the pile of meat.
The girl smiled before digging into
a loaf herself. "Didn't I tell you there
was honour in what I do?" The man
couldn't help but grin. He fished
through his pockets before pulling out
a coin sack and tossing it towards her.
"I didn't see what happened here. Seek
me out once that runs out," he said before turning around and walking off.

- SHANAIA MENACHERRY, class X,
Podar International School,
Cambridge Assessment International
Education, Mumbai

I M P : A l l t h e a r t i c l es a n d p o e m s a re p u b l i s h e d w i t h b a re m i n i m u m e d i t i n g .

DARE TO DREAM
"Prelims, tests, boards,
you do the math.
Finish your exams, we'll
talk after that."
Amidst the maths, the
chemistry and history,
Paints and colours, are
all that I can see.
Or dancing my way
through huge auditions
Then landing on notebooks and journal submissions.
"Your music or your
future? You have to
decide."
But how do you know it'll
fail, unless someone
tried?
"Focus!" say my elders,

"think of your future
feats"
How shall I spill my
imagination on these
answer sheets?
I study determined, I
study night and day.
Can I just breathe, to live
through my way?
Academics is integral,
this can never be denied,
But what about my
thoughts, that crave to
be personified?
So if education stops
imagination to ascend
and to rise,
It won't be long before,
the creativity within us
dies.

Ria Hansda, class X, DAV Public School, Pune

MASKS
Don't we wear masks?
Each one for different
tasks?
Mask that hides the real
me,
Which I choose for people
to see,
Sometimes happy, sometimes sad,
But only I know the truth
behind that.

Mom always wears a tension free face ,
The emotion that can
never replace.
Dad says: 'I'm always
there',
You won't find a match I
swear.
Don't we wear masks?
Each one for different
tasks?

Sukhjeet Kaur, Pallavi Model School, Alwal, Hyderabad

ENJOY YOUR TEENS
Teenage aka adolescence, a beautiful part
of life
Teaches us, how in this
world we can survive
Many things we experience in this time
Ranging from world's
truthfulness to people's
mime
Adolescence brings a lot
of emotions into us
And our body becomes a
big emotion thesaurus
Sometimes aggression,
Sometimes happiness,
Sometimes envy and
Sometimes sadness
Many times, bad thoughts
come into our mind
Mom says, the behaviour
is natural, just kick them
off your mind
Moment comes when you
start believing in love life
I say it's just an attraction for someone by your
eyes
Many thinks making BFs
and GFs is a trend
When you grow up you
find he or she was just
your nice friend

Teenagers bunk schools
too
When caught, they say,
they were just going to
the loo!
They start abusing too
Which is not a very nice
thing to do
Teenagers indulge in
fashion,
Which becomes their
only passion
Hairstyles, to dresses,
to shoes
Trendy accessories
they always choose
If you leave all this
naughtiness aside
You will see responsibilities by our side
Besides this infancy in
your life
You also must think how
to make your future
bright
So, enjoy your golden
age
It would never come
back
Remember never to
extend your limits
Or your personality will
have many a lack.

SHREEYA SINGLA, student, DPS, Chandigarh

